
 

Sourav is a bright and enthusiastic boy who enjoys interacting with his teacher. He 

has a fondness for speaking and has a good 

memory for retaining information taught 

to him. Sourav is punctual and regularly 

attends school, showing interest in drama 

and storytelling in addition to his academic 

pursuits. 

 

Sourav demonstrates good understanding 

and concentration during project sessions. 

He actively engages in discussions and 

effectively answers questions related to the 

topics covered. His enthusiasm for 

learning is evident, 

particularly in his 

enjoyment of 

activities like 

drawing and discussing healthy habits and types of houses. 

Sourav demonstrates enthusiasm for maths but may struggle 

with applying concepts during problem-solving. Additional 

practice and guidance can help solidify his understanding and 

improve his confidence in maths tasks. 

 



Sourav is an intelligent student with an exceptional memory. He demonstrates a 

remarkable ability to quickly memorize tasks and information assigned to him. In 

the classroom, Sourav has learned numerous rhymes and songs, including "The Ants 

Go Marching," "This Old Man," and "Two Little Dicky Birds," showcasing his 

aptitude for retaining musical content. 

While Sourav is capable of 

recounting stories when prompted, 

he typically does so in Hindi rather 

than English. 

Participating in the play "The 

Tree’s Complaint" for the 21st 

February celebration, Sourav 

assumed the role of the spirit of the 

tree. He delivered his dialogues 

with grace and beauty, 

highlighting his talent for 

performance. 

Sourav actively engages in art 

class, displaying a preference for drawing trees and forests with neatness and 

precision. He enjoys paper folding, especially making butterflies, and favours the 

colour blue. 

Sourav excels in games and is 

an active participant in class. 

He's a dedicated player and a 

good listener. He enjoys 

socializing and often has a 

smile on his face. His 

favourite games include 

"doctor-doctor," "back-to-

back," "fire on the mountain," 

and "ice and water." 



Please refer to the group report. 

 

 


